
HURLEY 1XI vs Coleshill – 22nd August 2009 

 HURLEY 
P Ridgeway b Pollock 7 

D Simoes c Bruin b Edwards 7 

T Moore b Pollock 2 

S Kayani c & b Graham 38 

Y Ali lbw Edwards 10 

N Akhtar lbw Edwards 0 

F Hussain b Edwards 1 

A Ridgeway b Graham 1 

D Day b Graham 18 

M Cole  c D Stay b B Stay 7 

D Forrest Not Out 5 

 Extras 18 

 Total 114ao 

 

 

COLESHIL 
D Spencer st Day b P Ridgeway 22 

D Stay c Ali b P Ridgeway 4 

S Pottinger b Akhtar 8 

D Hills lbw Hussain 23 

D Attley c Cole b P Ridgeway 5 

R Amar c Ali b P Ridgeway 6 

B Stay c P Ridgeway b Hussain 13 

R Graham Not out 9 

A Edwards Not out 12 

 Extras 15 

 Total 117-7 

 

D Forrest 6-0-24-0 F Hussain 7-3-10-2 

P Ridgeway 10-3-24-4 A Ridgeway 4-1-8-0 

N Akhtar 4-0-22-1 M Cole  3-0-18-0 

 

Another inept batting display from Hurley left their bowlers little head room to compete on Saturday at 

home to Coleshill. Excellent batting conditions prompted Hurley skipper Mike Cole to ignore his team’s 

batting frailties and opt to bat, but his admirable faith in the hope that his batsmen might pull a rabbit 

out of the hat simply produced another line of rabbits caught in headlights. Hurley disappeared down 

a hole of their own making and before drinks they had capitulated to 49-7 inside 24 overs. ‘Snowy’ 

Edwards (4-39) was chief beneficiary and only Shoab Kayani (38) showed any application with a gritty 

innings. Some brief thoughts of an unlikely recovery were engineered with an 8th wicket stand of 45 

between Kayani and Denis Day (18), but the glimmer of recovery was extinguished when Richard 

Graham (3-38) bowled Day with the score on 94. Kayani’s frustration and some unsporting comments 

from short leg finally accounted for his obdurate resistance and Hurley disappeared for an 

unsatisfactory 114 all out in another profligate display of batting. 

 

Having seen the ball turn on a dry pitch, Hurley opened with the old ball and spin pairing of Phil 

Ridgeway (4-24) and Dave Forrest (0-24). Dominic Spencer (22) set off at pace, until Ridgeway had 

him well stumped by Day in the 12th over. Ridgeway had Dave Stay and Amar driving to mid off to be 

well caught by Yassir Ali and Attley edging to slip as the visitor plunged to 53-5. The aptly named 

Barney Stay (13) then dug in with Dave Hills (23) to steer Coleshill to calmer waters with a 6th wicket 

stand of 41. Ironically Stay had been one of the more vocal critics of Kayani as he took 45 balls for his 

13. Hills was trapped lbw by Farooq Hussain (2-10) with the score on 102, but the inevitable was 

concluded in the 34th over as Edwards smashed consecutive boundaries to take the visitors home at 

5.20pm and finish another disappointing day for Hurley. 

 

Hurley look woefully unbalanced with a strong bowling attack but again were left to rue their lack of 

runs and the ability to give their bowlers something to work with.   


